Strategic Weapons in the 21st Century: Deterrence and Stability in Today’s Environment

Ronald Reagan Building - Washington DC
January 23, 2014

Co-hosted by
Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories

7:30 – 8:00  Conference Registration
            Pavilion Room

8:00 – 8:30  Welcome & Introductions
            Charles F. McMillan, Director, Los Alamos National Laboratory
            Bret Knapp, Acting Director, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
            Paul Hommert, Director, Sandia National Laboratory
            Andrew Jupp, Director, UK Atomic Weapons Establishment
            Bruce Held*, Acting Administrator, National Nuclear Security Administration, U.S.
            Department of Energy

8:30 – 9:15  Opening Address: “Global and Regional Stability: Impact of Recent US Policy Decisions”
            Brad Roberts

9:15 – 10:30 “Global Reductions - Regional Complexities: Force Structures and Defenses in Asia”
            Moderated by: Elaine Bunn
            Panel: Kang Choi, Cui Lei, Yukio Satoh

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:15 “Managing the Increasing Geographical Nuclear Entanglement in South Asia”
            Moderated by: Peter Lavoy
            Panel: Adil Sultan Muhammad, Manpreet Sethi

12:15 – 1:30 Lunch

1:30 – 3:00  “Force Structures, Defenses and Proliferation in the Middle East”
            Moderated by: Michael Nacht
            Panel: Sameh Aboul-Enein, Chen Kane, Abdullah Toukan, Sinan Ulgen

3:00 – 3:30 Break

* Invited
3:30 – 5:00  "Maintaining Regional and Global Stability: Implications of US Policy Decisions"
Moderated by: Linton Brooks
Panel: John Harvey, Robert Kehler, Frank Miller, Scott Sagan

5:00  Closing Remarks and Reception
Bret Knapp
Charles F. McMillan

6:00  Adjourn